Objectives. Malnutrition among young children is a major health problem in post-apartheid South Africa. Despite implementation of numerous health and nutrition programmes, these extensive efforts to alleviate the situation have not been adequately reviewed.

Methods. We provide an overview of various aspects of the current nutritional health status of young children. The reviewed data are from the time period 1994 - 2010, and were collected from literature databases and official reports, as well as our own experience with field research in various urban and rural parts of the country.

Results. Both smaller province-based studies as well as three large nationwide surveys conclude that many young South African children have inadequate nutritional status. Rates of stunting, micronutrient deficiencies and hunger and food insecurity are all unacceptably high. Coexisting HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis add to this burden. A gradual transition to a westernised diet characterised by energy-dense food has led to a worrying increase in overweight and obesity.

Conclusion. A major challenge for the South African health authorities is still the fight against childhood undernutrition and hunger, which in turn are rooted in poverty and social inequalities. The double burden of disease adds to the scale and complexity of this challenge.
guidelines and recommendations as well as meta-analyses and original and meeting reports were examined. Abstracts were excluded. In addition, available official reports and papers pertaining to matters of nutritional health in South Africa were studied. Nutrition issues related to chronic and communicable and non-communicable diseases were excluded. This is not a secondary analysis of the data from various studies that have been conducted in South Africa, as the great variations in methods, sample size, geographical region, target group, age, etc. make this virtually impossible. Results and conclusions have therefore been obtained from various resources to provide a broad picture of childhood nutritional status in South Africa.

**Socio-demographic features**

To put the nutritional status of the country in perspective, relevant socio-demographic features are outlined here. The population in South Africa totals around 48.5 million, of whom about 80% are black, 10% white, 9% coloured, and the remaining 1% Asian (mainly Indian). Of these, approximately 18.7 million are children (<18 years). The nation is classified as a middle-income and developing country. The quality of the infrastructure, for example measured as standard of roads, access to Internet or coverage of cell phones, ranks among the highest in southern Africa. There are nine provinces, with large inter-provincial differences in income, employment and general standard of living. Even more pronounced are the socio-economic differences between urban and informal rural households. For many indicators of general welfare the Western Cape and Gauteng provinces are the most affluent. Unemployment exceeded 40% at the turn of the millennium and peaked at around 75% among the poorest in the black communities. In 2005, 55% of households had a monthly income below ZAR 1000 (1 ZAR = 0.1 US$). The median monthly income of households that year by population group was ZAR 400 for blacks, ZAR 700 for coloureds, ZAR 700 for Asians/Indians and ZAR 1000 for whites.

Reportedly, one-sixth of the population resides in shacks and in some provinces only one-third have their own tap water and flush toilet. More than 2.3 million children still live in shacks and 40% of children living in informal housing are <5 years old. These children are particularly vulnerable to burns and paraffin poisoning. Moreover, 30% of children live in over-crowded conditions, increasing their exposure to sexual abuse and communicable disease such as tuberculosis.

Smuts et al. reported that about 50% of households in rural districts in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal provinces used the local river as the main source of drinking water in 2003, and on average only 24% of these households had inside electricity. About 36% of children do not have access to drinking water on site, while 80% have access to electricity; however, many cannot afford the electricity rates and continue to use unsafe energy sources that carry a risk of burns or acute respiratory diseases. In 2008, nearly 7 million children lived in households without access to clean drinking water on site. There has been little improvement in children’s access to water from 2002 to 2008. Racial inequalities persist: only 58% of black/coloured children had clean water at home in 2008, while over 95% of all other provinces had completed the secondary level of education (high school). In 2003, 40% of the rural women in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-Natal provinces had completed secondary education. Although a formal comparison between the SAVACG survey and the smaller, regional-based studies is not feasible, the socio-demographic situation for many South Africans still appears bleak. In 2001, 48% of people over the age of 15 had not completed grade 9 (senior level of high school) and 12% had never attended school, with equal numbers of girls and boys attending high school. There are, however, concerns around the quality of education and the high level of violence in schools.

The 2008 General Household Survey indicated that there were nearly 4 million orphans in South Africa, i.e. equivalent to 21% of all children. Five per cent of children (860 000) were recorded as double orphans, whereas 63% were paternal orphans. The reasons for the high number of paternal orphans are the high mortality rates of men in South Africa, as well as the frequent absence of fathers in children’s lives: 1%, or 185 000 children, have fathers whose vital status is reported to be ‘unknown. There is a concern that the numbers of children living in child-headed households will increase as the numbers of orphaned children increase due to the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Many argue that kinship networks are ‘stretched to their limits’ and are struggling to support orphaned children.

Unsafe sex, alcohol harm, interpersonal violence and smoking are important drivers of mortality and morbidity in South Africa and contribute to the high burden of HIV, injury, violence and abuse in children. Life expectancy and infant mortality (death within the first year of life) are frequently used indicators of health. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), life expectancy in 2007 for South African women and men was 55 and 52 years, respectively. During the period 2000 - 2006, the infant mortality rate rose from 50/1 000 to 56/1 000 live births. Importantly, in 2007 the infant mortality rate among the poorest one-fifth of South Africans was 87/1 000 compared with 22/1 000 among the richest fifth of the population.

**Nutritional status**

**Growth and anthropometry**

A number of studies during the past two decades have reported poor growth among children throughout South Africa. The nationwide SAVACG survey from 1994 concluded that nearly a quarter of children below 6 years were stunted (height for age <2 standard deviations (SD) from median reference values) and about 10% were underweight (weight for age <2 SD from median reference values). A more positive note, severe wasting (weight for height <3 SD from median reference values) was found in only 0.4% of the children. Moreover, the SAVACG survey revealed that growth deficits in general were more prevalent in rural compared with urban communities. A cohort (N=162) study by Mamabolo et al. in 2005 revealed a 48% prevalence of stunting among 3-year-olds in central rural areas of Limpopo province, whereas in 2003 it was reported that the stunting rate among 3 765 under-5s was 16.5% in the most urbanised Western Cape.

In 1994 the South African Vitamin A Consultative Group (SAVACG) found in a nationwide survey that less than a third of children under 6 years of age lived in a household with a working fridge, while according to the smaller study of particularly disadvantaged areas by Smuts et al., a fridge was available to 22% of the households. Twenty-one per cent of South African households possessed a car in 2005, with wide variations between the ethnic groups: 86% of white households had a car, compared with only 9% of the black households. Moreover, the SAVACG survey revealed that in 1994 only 11% of South African children had mothers who had completed the secondary level of education (high school). The 2008 General Household Survey indicated that there were nearly 4 million orphans in South Africa, i.e. equivalent to 21% of all children. Five per cent of children (860 000) were recorded as double orphans, whereas 63% were paternal orphans. The reasons for the high number of paternal orphans are the high mortality rates of men in South Africa, as well as the frequent absence of fathers in children’s lives: 1%, or 185 000 children, have fathers whose vital status is reported to be ‘unknown. There is a concern that the numbers of children living in child-headed households will increase as the numbers of orphaned children increase due to the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Many argue that kinship networks are ‘stretched to their limits’ and are struggling to support orphaned children.

Unsafe sex, alcohol harm, interpersonal violence and smoking are important drivers of mortality and morbidity in South Africa and contribute to the high burden of HIV, injury, violence and abuse in children. Life expectancy and infant mortality (death within the first year of life) are frequently used indicators of health. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), life expectancy in 2007 for South African women and men was 55 and 52 years, respectively. During the period 2000 - 2006, the infant mortality rate rose from 50/1 000 to 56/1 000 live births. Importantly, in 2007 the infant mortality rate among the poorest one-fifth of South Africans was 87/1 000 compared with 22/1 000 among the richest fifth of the population.

The next nationwide survey was performed in 1999. This was the National Food Consumption Survey (NFCS), which collected a larger dataset than the SAVACG survey, using similar procedures, and focused on 2 894 children aged 1 - 9 years. In this survey stunting was seen in about 20% of children, and about 10% remained underweight according to the references of the 1977 US National Center for Health Statistics. The national prevalence of obesity and overweight (body mass index (BMI) >25 kg/m²) combined was estimated at 17.1%, and was apparently more pronounced in urban compared with rural areas. Interestingly, the odds ratio of being overweight among the stunted children was nearly twice that of children of appropriate height. A secondary analysis of the NFCS data comprising 1 512 children aged 1 - 5 years using the 2006 WHO standards revealed that 20.1% were stunted, 6.8% were underweight, 20.6% were overweight and 9.5% were obese. The corresponding
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values in this cohort based on the 1977 US National Center for Health Statistics were 17.1%, 9.7%, 5.9% and 13%, respectively.

The third and most recent nationwide survey, the National Food Consumption Survey-Fortification Baseline (NFCS-FB), was conducted in 2005 and included children aged 1 - 9 years. The proportions of children who were stunted and underweight were about 20% and 10%, respectively, whereas 14% were considered overweight or obese according to the references of the 1977 US National Center for Health Statistics.

Energy and micronutrients

With the use of a 24-hour recall and a food-frequency questionnaire, a major finding from the 1999 NFCS was that about 10% and 25% of children aged 1 - 3 years had an energy intake of less than half and two-thirds, respectively, of the US recommended requirements.7

In terms of micronutrient status, several shortcomings have been identified. For example, in the 1994 SAVACG survey one-third of children were anaemic, while about 20% had inadequate iron stores.8 The recent NFCS-FB reported that the frequencies of anaemia and low iron stores among children were about 33% and 14%, respectively.9 Data from the 1999 NFCS indicated that iron intake for 25 - 37% of the children was less than half of that recommended.10

Based on intake data, the 1999 NFCS found that the risk of zinc deficiency was prevalent among South African children, however biochemical markers of zinc were not reported.11 Moreover, Oelofse et al. have shown that micronutrient deficiency was reportedly more common among the black population group compared with other ethnic groups in the Western Cape province in a sample of 60 children aged 6 - 12 months.12 Similar results were obtained in rural compared with urban communities in North West province.13

Adequate status of folic acid was reported in the 2005 NFCS-FB.8 Similarly, iodine deficiency disorders seem to have been eliminated in most of South Africa, although there were concerns that the median urinary iodine concentration could be too high among young children and their mothers in some provinces, e.g. the Northern Cape.14 Whether this reflects too-high dietary intakes, or has unfavourable health consequences, is unknown.

Vitamin A deficiency has long been recognised as a major problem among disadvantaged South Africans. In 1994 the SAVACG survey showed that one-third of the children had marginal vitamin A stores (serum retinol <20 μg/l), and in 1999 half of the children had a vitamin A intake less than two-thirds of the recommended amount.15 Despite implementation of extensive vitamin A supplementation programmes since 2002, reports have shown poor coverage in most provinces and a few studies have reported better, but still insufficient, coverage rates in the Western Cape.16-20 The 2005 NFCS-FB found that two-thirds of the children had poor vitamin A status.16 Although there have been concerns about maternal and childhood vitamin A supplementation in areas with high HIV/AIDS prevalences,21 the coverage rates need to be improved, at least in some parts of the country. Recently, however, the wisdom and validity of the current practice of giving children between the ages of 6 months and 5 years regular vitamin A supplements has been challenged.22 It is argued that universal supplementation with medicinal doses of vitamin A is an example of countries accepting an almost exclusively donor-driven programme. Many now believe that the policy of universal donor-driven capsule distribution is not sustainable and that coverage will rapidly decline once the current major donors (Canadian International Development Agency, United States Agency for International Development and United Nations Children’s Fund) stop their funding. The best way to prevent deficiency of vitamin A and a range of other nutrients and protective factors in infants and young children is breastfeeding, and a major reason for vitamin A deficiency in the second half of the last century is believed to be a reduction in breastfeeding. Sustainable food-based strategies should be the first priority for populations with energy, vitamin and micronutrient deficiencies, favouring locally available foods and taking into account local food habits, while supplementation may be required to reinforce dietary approaches in severely deficient populations.

Hunger and food security

To quantify hunger is a challenging task, and questionnaires are often used to determine this state. The 1999 NFCS found that about 50% of South African households experienced hunger and only 25% were food secure, as assessed with a validated questionnaire.16 Furthermore, there were large differences regarding both hunger and food security (as measured by hunger) between urban and rural residences, the latter being more affected. The national estimates of hunger and food security from 1999 have persisted, and the figures for hunger and food security were found to be about 50% and 20%, respectively, in the NFCS-FB using the same questionnaire as in the NFCS.8

Nutrition transition

Urban populations, especially in developing countries, while still facing food insecurity, underweight and micronutrient deficiencies, often show signs of dietary excess with overweight, obesity and non-communicable diseases as a consequence.23 This phenomenon is caused by a shift from traditional diets rich in whole grains and starch-rich foods low in animal fat and sugar to a more Western diet characterised by the opposites, and is thoroughly discussed in the literature as the nutrition transition or the double burden of disease.24-26 The coexistence of under- and overnutrition is also identified in South Africa, affecting especially the black population and poor urban areas17,27,28 as they abandon the traditional African diet, resulting in a decrease in carbohydrate and fibre and an increase in fat intake.29 In addition, a decline in the level of physical activity among children may contribute to the increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity.30 The high ranking of both elevated BMI and childhood and maternal underweight on the list of causes of death reflects the uneven development of South African society, which has been called the ‘protracted bipolar health transition’.31-32 Interestingly, a subgroup analyses of the NFCS-FB concluded that overweight and obese women were significantly less likely to have stunted or underweight children, whereas underweight women and stunted women were significantly more likely to have overweight and stunted children.33

Nutrition interventions in South Africa

Several nutrition intervention programmes have been implemented in the past to alleviate malnutrition among young children in South Africa. These programmes were reorganised to be more integrated and comprehensive with the establishment of the Integrated Nutrition Programme (INP) after 1994, and included health facility-based, community-based and nutrition promotion strategies.34 The two strategies with the highest budget allocations within the INP were the Protein Energy Malnutrition (PEM) scheme and the Primary School Nutrition Programme (PSNP).

The aim of the PEM scheme was to combat malnutrition among children aged under 6 years through food supplementation. The main aims of the PSNP, one of the Presidential Lead Projects of 1994, were to address short-term hunger and improve active learning capacity of children in the classroom. Impact evaluation of the PEM scheme and the PSNP was limited, but various investigations revealed inadequate management of these programmes, among other things due to a lack of capacity, inappropriate targeting, poor infrastructure in rural areas of the country and budgetary problems.35

The PEM scheme was later incorporated into the Health Facility Based Nutrition Programme (HFBNP) of the INP. After various name and product changes this is now the Nutrition Therapeutic Programme (NTP), with the aims of correcting undernutrition with targeted nutrition supplements as well as providing nutrition education and counselling.36
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There have been anecdotal accounts of improved school attendance and classroom performance as a result of school feeding in the PSNP. However, a cabinet decision was taken to transfer the programme from the INP to the Department of Education in 2004, and the name changed to the National School Nutrition Programme. 36

Initiatives to develop schools as centres of teaching, learning, care and support, drawing heavily on early efforts to establish health-promoting schools, are promising. 3,6 The evidence clearly shows that school feeding, especially in low-income countries, has significant positive effects on growth in terms of weight gain, school attendance and cognitive performance. 37 However, a recent review indicated that the efficacy of school feeding programmes is influenced by a multitude of variables, and the authors suggest that feeding should be focused on pupils with documented nutritional deficiencies and implemented in partnership with the local community. 38

Other studies within the INP include food fortification; micronutrient supplementation, with a specific focus on vitamin A supplementation; growth monitoring and promotion; nutrition and health education with the use of, among others, the South African food-based dietary guidelines; and the Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative (BFHI) and Infant and Young Child Feeding Policy, which promote exclusive and continued breastfeeding and appropriate introduction of complementary foods at 6 months. 39

Few national data on breastfeeding rates are available in South Africa. According to the nationwide South African Demographic and Health Survey, from 2003 the initiation rate of breastfeeding is a seemingly high 87%, but supplementation of breastmilk starts very early and very few babies are exclusively breastfed (0–3 months 11.9% and 4–6 months 1.5%). 39

Other studies, mostly performed to investigate infant feeding practices in the context of HIV/AIDS in smaller communities or areas, have reported that exclusive breastfeeding rates are low and that mothers tend to introduce solids and other complementary foods or liquids too early. 40-42 In line with this, a study in a rural community in the KwaZulu-Natal reported in 1999 that almost all mothers initiated breastfeeding, but solid foods were introduced after 3 months. 42 A recent study conducted in the same province concluded that by 14 weeks of age 76.1% of infants were given mixed feeds. 43 Of note, the rate of exclusive breastfeeding was reportedly low among mothers of high socio-economic status living in the Cape Metropole of the Western Cape province, with 80% opting for formula feeding after birth. 43 Importantly, the low prevalence of exclusive breastfeeding is not unique to South Africa, but is reported in many parts of the world, including developed countries. This stresses the importance of renewed global efforts to improve the rate of this potentially life-saving intervention in early life and risk-reducing measure for development of certain diseases of lifestyle in later life. 35

Despite commendable efforts by the INP and large amounts of funds allocated to execute the programmes, no comprehensive evaluation of the mentioned interventions has yet been done at a national level.

Conclusion and recommendations

In reviewing the nutritional situation of South African children during the 16 years after the downfall of the apartheid regime, it is clear that the majority of the country’s children live in poverty. A major obstacle to improvement in the quality of life for many of them, in particular coloureds and blacks, is poor nutritional health. In this review we have presented findings obtained in smaller geographical areas as well as data from population-based studies throughout the country. Collectively, the findings document inadequate nutritional status, especially among young children. Specifically, impaired growth, reflected in high rates of stunting and underweight, and food insecurity, reflected in a high frequency of daily experienced hunger, support this conclusion. Added to this are clinically relevant deficiencies in intake of certain micronutrients such as iron, zinc and vitamin A, as well as low breastfeeding rates. A worrying prevalence of overweight and obesity, now even higher than stunting when using the new WHO standards, has also been noted among young children, probably caused by a transition to dietary intake of more energy-dense food. These findings were supported by the 2008 issue of the South African Health Review as well as internationally at the Countdown 2008 Conference held in Cape Town to address how countries are progressing towards achieving the Millennium Development Goals. 44,45

To reduce the prevalence of malnutrition requires an interdisciplinary and multisectional approach, using multiple synergistic interventions at all levels of causation as described in the UNICEF conceptual framework on the causes of malnutrition. 46 Examples of strategies to address the immediate, underlying and basic causes of malnutrition have been described in detail by Swart and co-workers and include promotive strategies (focusing on underlying and basic causes of malnutrition that might involve intersectoral actions and public health policies, including sectors such as trade and agriculture); preventive strategies focusing on addressing immediate levels of causation as well as underlying causes; and therapeutic and rehabilitative strategies focusing on addressing the immediate levels of causation. 47 Improved agricultural practices, coupled with improved access to food and good hygienic practices, must be an essential part of the synergistic interventions to fight malnutrition. Another key issue is to improve the accurate implementation of current nutritional supplementation programmes and nutrition strategies such as the promotion of exclusive breastfeeding, growth monitoring and promotion, dietary diversification, food fortification/biofortification, and community-based nutritional rehabilitation. Special attention should be paid to vulnerable groups such as pregnant and lactating women, young children, those living with HIV/AIDS, and socially excluded and unemployed groups.

Poverty and poor purchasing power are, however, the main cause of food insecurity and malnutrition. 48 The security of a household’s livelihood depends on three types of capital: physical capital (such as land, machines, working capital and savings, as well as human and social resources), human capital or labour force (depending on a person’s health, training, education and skills), and social capital (referring to relations with other members of the group the individual is relying on). Poverty arises when one or more of the three types of capital strongly limit the possibilities of ensuring one’s livelihood. 49 In the longer-term perspective, a more holistic strategy therefore needs to be developed that focuses on these types of capital, including education, skills development, job creation, gender equality and alleviation of poverty.

Lastly, the international nutrition system (including international and donor organisations, academia, civil society and the private sector) has been described as fragmented and dysfunctional, and it has been suggested that the international community needs a new global governance structure that will provide greater accountability and participation for civil society and the private sector. 50 Furthermore, enhancement of linkages with national processes is required with improved reflection of country priorities in international normative guidance, donor funding, research and training programmes. 50
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